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Abstract. Our study applies the object-oriented technology to extract urban green automatically, which 
could increase accuracy through evaluating and analyzing the quality of disaster spatial data by measuring 
the disfigurement points and disfigurement rate in disaster GIS based on error analysis. The study shows that 
for high resolution remote sensing images that the accuracy may increase about 20% based on object-
oriented technology using remote sensing image processing software eCognition than based on traditional 
supervised classification method using software ERDAS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Data accuracy is the fundamental dimension of data quality. Accurate data could increase customer 
satisfaction, reduce downstream and identification errors and correction expense, which is the challenge for 
data usefulness. How to conduct an assessment of data accuracy without having complete or accurate meta-
data? Many important applications are even lack of a cursory amount of meta-data. The meta-data available 
often does not match the data. For example, classification data of remote sensing usually lack the matched 
meta data for accuracy assessment, especially for their attribute data accuracy assessment in GIS. 

For classification data of remote sensing images, accuracy assessment concerns location error and 
attribute error. For location error, there are many methods to assess. But for attribute error, there is little 
successful method, and is still under research.   

Classification based on pixel-based approaches to image analysis is limited at present ( Lillesand, M.,et 
al 1994). Typically, they have considerable difficulties dealing with the rich information content of high 
resolution data e.g. Ikonos and Quickbird images, they produce inconsistent classification results and they 
are far beyond the expectations in extracting the object of interest. This situation brings meaningful operator 
intervention to the implementation. Due to mentioned nature of classical methods, new and object-oriented 
image analysis of eCognition software can be used. Such algorithm requires one or more image 
segmentations which should also be supported by the additional information like contextual or textual to 
make the segments more appropriate for improve classifications. 

Object-oriented approach takes the shape, textures and spectral information into account. Its 
classification phase starts with the crucial initial step of grouping neighboring pixels into meaningful areas, 
which can be handled in the later step of classification. Such segmentation and topology generation must be 
set according to the resolution and the scale of the expected objects. By this method, not single pixels are 
classified but homogenous image objects are extracted during a previous segmentation step. This 
segmentation can be done in multiple resolutions, thus allowing differentiation at several levels of object 
categories. 
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2. CLASSICAL VERSUS OBJECT-ORIENTED CLASSIFICATION 
TECHNIQUES 

The overall objective of classical image classification procedures is to automatically categorize all pixels in 
an image into land cover classes or themes. Normally, multi-spectral data are used to perform the 
classification and, indeed, the spectral pattern present within the data for each pixel is used as the numerical 
basis for categorization. That is, different feature types manifest different combinations of DNs based on 
their inherent spectral reflectance and emittance properties. In this light, a spectral “pattern” is not at all 
geometric in character. Rather, the term pattern refers to the set of radiance measurements obtained in the 
various wavelength bands for each pixel. Spectral pattern recognition refers to the family of classification 
procedures that utilizes this pixel-by-pixel spectral information as the basis for automated land cover 
classification. In this study, three different classical plus one object-oriented classification techniques have 
been employed in sequence. For the classical methods e.g. minimum-distance, parallelepiped and maximum 
likelihood, detailed information can be found at Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994. In the following paragraphs, 
main background of eCognition 3.0 software based on object-oriented image analysis is given.  

Segmentation is the first and important phase in the eCognition software and its aim is to create 
meaningful objects. This means that the shape of each object in question should ideally be represented by an 
according image object. This shape combined with further derivative colour and texture properties can be 
used to initially classify the image by classifying the generated image objects. Thereby the classes are 
organised within a class hierarchy. Each class can have a sub- or super-class and thus inherit its properties 
from one or more super-classes or to its sub-classes. With respect to the multi-scale behaviour of the objects 
to detect, a number of small objects can be aggregated to form larger objects constructing a semantic 
hierarchy. Likewise, a large object can be split into a number of smaller objects which basically leads to two 
main approaches of image analysis: A top-down and a bottom-up approach (see eCognition User Guide, 
2003 and Benz, U., et al., 2003). In eCognition both approaches can be realised performing the following 
steps: 

•  Creating a hierarchical network of image objects using the multi-resolution segmentation. The 
upperlevel image segments represent small-scale objects while the lower-level segments represent large-
scale objects. 

• Classifying the derived objects by their physical properties. This also means that the class names and 
the class hierarchy are representative with respect to two aspects: the mapped real-world and the image 
objects' physically measurable attributes. Using inheritance mechanisms accelerates the classification task 
while making it more transparent at the same time. 

•  Describing the (semantic) relationships of the network’s objects in terms of neighbourhood 
relationships or being a sub- or super-object. This usually leads to an improvement of the physical 
classification res. the class hierarchy. 

• Aggregating the classified objects to semantic groups which can be used further for a so called 
‘classification-based’ segmentation. The derived contiguous segments then can be exported and used in GIS. 
The semantic groups can also be used for further neighbourhood analyses.  

These steps describe the usual proceeding when working with eCognition. While the first two steps are a 
mandatory, the latter two steps may be advisable according to the user’s objectives and content of the image. 
In the segmentation phase, following parameters should be assigned as accurate as possible, of course, 
suiting with the reality. 

Scale parameter: this parameter indirectly influences the average object size. In fact this parameter 
determines the maximal allowed heterogeneity of the objects. The larger the scale parameter the larger the 
objects become. 

Color/Shape: with these parameters the influence of color vs. shape homogeneity on the object 
generation can be adjusted. The higher the shape criterion the less spectral homogeneity influences the object 
generation. 

Smoothness/Compactness: when the shape criterion is larger than 0 the user can determine whether the 
objects shall become more compact (fringed) or more smooth.  
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Figure 1. Hierarchical network of image 

Segmentation phase is followed by the classification of images. eCognition software offers two basic 
classifiers: a nearest neighbour classifier and fuzzy membership functions. Both act as class descriptors. 
While the nearest neighbour classifier describes the classes to detect by sample objects for each class which 
the user has to determine, fuzzy membership functions describe intervals of feature characteristics wherein 
the objects do belong to a certain class or not by a certain degree. Thereby each feature offered by 
eCognition can be used either to describe fuzzy membership functions or to determine the feature space for 
the nearest neighbour classifier. A class then is described by combining one or more class descriptors by 
means of fuzzy-logic operators or by means of inheritance or a combination of both (see Figure 1). As the 
class hierarchy should reflect the image content with respect to scale the creation of level classes is very 
useful. These classes represent the generated levels derived from the image segmentation and are simply 
described by formulating their belonging to a certain level. Classes which only occur within these levels 
inherit this property from the level classes. This technique usually helps to clearly structure the class 
hierarchy. 

3. DATA AND STUDY  
The test site is located in downtown area of Shanghai. In this study, Quickbird image (resolution is 0.6m for 
pan-band,and 1m for multiple bands; taken in August of 2005) of Shanghai has been realized by ERDAS8.4 
and eCognition 3.0 software packages. Classical and the object based classification techniques have been 
implemented. Several tests have been carried out to match with the successful segmentation, then the 
classification by entering different parameters to the used software. We finally compared the accuracy of the 
pixel-based and object-based approaches with the detailed explanation of the obtained results. 

4. CLASSIFICATION AND RESULTS 

4.1. Pixel-based classification 
Pixel-based classification of Quickbird image of interest area was realized in two steps. In the first phase, 
ISODATA (Iterative Self Organizing Data Analysis Technique) has been applied and thus, spectral clusters 
have been determined, which gives pre-knowledge about the site. Amongst the obtained clusters, some have 
been eliminated or combined based on the ground truth materials. Finally, 7 main classes have been used as 
training areas for the classification procedure (see Figure 3). 

In the second stage, supervised classification algorithms (maximum-likelihood) have been applied 
respectively to the Quickbird image based on the determined training patterns and reference materials. For 
comparative analysis of each method, same training sites have been utilized with the same colour 
information. Classifications have been undertaken by the ERDAS8.4 software package and respective results 
are given in Figure3(a). 

4.2. Object-based classification 
Object-based segmentations were tried using different scale parameters given in Table 2. As can be realized 
that the smaller scale increases the dimensionality and dividing the object into the sub-groups, while the 
larger scale combines the multi-segments into one (see Figure2). 
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Table1. Segmentation parameters used for Quickbird 

Level Scale Parameter Color Shape Smoothness Compactnes 

Level 1 10 0.7 0.3 0.9 0.1 

Level 2 15 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Level 3 20 1.0 0 0.5 0.5 

Level 4 50 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.2 

 
Figure2.  Image segmentation using four different scale parameters (a= 10, b=15, c=20 and d=50). 

   
Figure3. Results of classification based on pixel and Object-based 
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From the acquired levels, most suitable one, level-3 has been selected for the classification of Quickbird 
image. Based on the properties of each spectral band, segments have been analyzed with different parameters 
in the related classes. As a result, the prominent segments are grouped and located in the corresponding 
classes. Then, classification procedure is completed by assigning the relevant class colour to segments and 
classified image is represented in Figure3(b). 

After classification phase, eCoginiton software gives the users accuracy statistics of the acquired classes. 
Figure 3 shows such statistics of the classified image by error matrix based on the samples. 

4.3. Accuracy of the Classification Results 
Classification accuracy in remote sensing is to determine the agreement between the selected reference 
materials and the classified data. For this purpose, 266 pixel in the study have been selected randomly and 
their agreement with ground truth has been analyzed. Then, error matrix has been generated. This table 
includes not only the producer’s and the user’s accuracy values are given but also the Overall Accuracy are 
mentioned. 

Looking at the Table 2, water and shrubs acquired by pixel-based methods have normal user’s accuracy, 
but they smaller producer’s accuracy. In general, amongst the pixel-based approaches, maximum-likelihood 
classification gives the most accurate results. The reason behind is that in this method, the average vector and 
the covariance matrices are estimated with the higher accuracy. Of course, such a condition depends upon 
the availability of enough training patterns for each class and this requirement has already been realized. 

In Table2 and Table3, Overall Accuracy for vegetation is lower for supervised classification than object-
oriented classification. Overall Accuracy for vegetation from pixel-based classifications equals 57.69％, but 
from object-oriented classification is 76.8％. The reason is that eCognition is that important semantic 
information necessary to interpret an image is not represented in single pixels, but in meaningful image 
objects and their mutual relationships (Martin Baatz et. al, 2001). The eCognition software performs a first 
automatical processing - segmentation - of the imagery. This results to a condensing of information and a 
knowledge-free extraction of image objects. The formation of the objects is carried out in a way that an 
overall homogeneous resolution is kept. The segmentation algorithm does not only rely on the single pixel 
value, but also on pixel spatial continuity (texture, topology). So the classification for high resolution remote 
sensing images based on object can get more accuracy. For our study, User's Accuracy reach 85.2％. 

Especially for trees, shrubs and grass land classification, we defined Overall Accuracy for vegetation, 
which is correct classified samples divided total samples (Yitie Xun, 2006). In our study, object-oriented 
classification produced more accurate Overall Accuracy for vegetation, which is 76.8%, while pixel-based 
classifications only 57.69%. 

Table 2. Accuracy results for classified image from pixel-based classifications  

Reference image 

Number of samples Urban and 
built-up 

land 
water trees shrubs Grass land Total 

User's 
Accuracy％

Urban and 
built-up land 140 2 1 1 10 154 90.9 

water 28       4 7 1 2 42 9.52 
trees 0 0 9 1 0 10 90 

shrubs 8 0 1 22 9 40 55 

Grass land 6 0 0 0 14 20 70 

Im
age to be evaluated Total 182 6 18 25 35 266  

Producer's 
Accuracy％ 66.67 76.92 50 88 40   

Overall Accuracy＝71.05％; Overall Kappa Statistic=0.668 
Overall Accuracy for vegetation＝57.69％ 
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Table 3. Accuracy results for classified image from object-oriented image analysis. 

Reference image 

Number of samples Urban and 
built-up 

land 
water trees shrubs Grass land Total 

User's 
Accuracy％ 

Urban and 
built-up land 169 2 0 0 5 176 96 

water 5 4 4 0 2 15 26.6 
trees 5 0 11 2 0 18 61.1 

shrubs 0 0 3 22 5 30 73.3 
Grass land 3 0 0 1 23 27 85.2 

Im
age to be 

evaluated 

Total 182 6 18 25 35 266  
Producer's 

Accuracy％ 92.85 66.67 61.1 84 65.7   

Overall Accuracy＝86.1％ Overall Kappa Statistic=0.830 
Overall Accuracy for vegetation＝76.8％ 

 
However, object-oriented classification produced more accurate results. The reason for this is that the 

compactness of the segments. Thus, the overall accuracy are much better. In table 3, while overall accuracy 
was 86.1% for object-based segmentation, it was only 71.05% for the best classical classification technique 
of maximum likelihood. For kappa values, some trends occurred and it is 0.830 for object-based image 
analysis. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, the object oriented analysis technique has been introduced for classification and the result is 
satisfied for land cover mapping. The proposed technique was successfully tested with Landsat TM image. 
The results presented in this paper show the efficiency and higher accuracy for polygon-based classification. 
This technique is recommended to test on VHR data such as Quickbird, Ikonos image or Aerial photos 
especially in town area where more details classes can be generated. 

In our study, new object-oriented image analysis technique has been compared with the classical and the 
well-known image classification methods using Quickbird image of Shanghai. In the implementation of the 
tests, the maximum likelihood approaches are taken as pixel-based methods. Their capacity with used remote 
sensing image has been analyzed based on the ground truth materials over the interest area. However, on the 
other hand, eCognition software for object-based classification works in hierarchy, first with segmentation, 
then the fuzzy classification. Detailed accuracy results were obtained as error matrices and they show that the 
object-based image analysis is far beyond the classical methods in terms of accurate classification of the 
objects. 

So applying object-oriented technology to automatically classify the urban information from high 
resolution remote sensing images, extracting land-use information coverage combined with the thematic map, 
which could got accurate result through measuring the accuracy of land-use data based on spot inspection in 
the field with sampling method. 
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